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Annex IA: Technical Specifications for Lot 1: Standard Book 

Supply Service for print books 
 

1. THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT LIBRARY - BACKGROUND  

The mission of the Directorate for the Library and Knowledge Services of the European Parliament 

(subsequently referred to as the Library) is to provide information services based mainly on external 

published sources in order to support the European Parliament's legislative, monitoring and 

representational functions. In order to fulfil this mission, the Library maintains a multilingual collection. 

The library acquires publications in the 24 official languages of the European Union, and occasionally 

in other languages.  

The Library acquires mainly non-fiction titles. As an indication, please find below a non-exhaustive list 

of the main subjects the Library covers: 

Law (general),  

EU Law, Policies, Institutions, 

Politics (general, national),  

Public Policy, 

Politics (EU institutions and policies),  

Human Rights,  

Economics (not textbooks),  

International Relations,  

Trade,  

Finance,  

Social Policy,  

Health Care & Medicine (not textbooks),  

Culture & Education,  

Communication and Information,  

Science & Technology (not textbooks),  

Business,  

Employment,  

Transport,  

Environment,  

Agriculture,  

Industry & Production,  

Consumer Protection,  

European History, 

Human resources & staff development in general (e.g. IT, language or management skills). 

 

In addition, the Library for Europe branch of the library has a multilingual collection of titles in all 

topics with a focus on culture and history, including selected fiction. 
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The specification of the Lot is as follows: 

Standard Book Supply Service for print books published worldwide. The vast majority of purchases 

are publications from France, the UK, Germany, Italy, the USA, Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain and 

Poland.  

This information is only indicative; the Library may change its acquisition policy during the lifetime of 

the Framework contract. 

The following table is provided to give an idea of the volume of the Library's purchases:  

Number of ordered titles per country during the previous 3 years  

Place of Publication - Country 2019 2020 2021 Total per 
country (2019-
2021) 

France 754 1.088 922 2.764 

United Kingdom 631 746 692 2.069 

Germany 260 424 683 1.367 

Italy 198 137 461 796 

United States 217 227 346 790 

Belgium 145 187 269 601 

Netherlands 132 69 357 558 

Spain 91 51 384 526 

Poland 86 116 195 397 

Switzerland 84 52 77 213 

Austria 25 53 106 184 

Greece 8   142 150 

Malta 1   125 126 

Portugal 12 1 83 96 

Sweden 25 1 57 83 

Canada 16 20 18 54 

Finland 1 1 50 52 

Denmark 6 8 36 50 

Latvia 8   41 49 

Czech Republic   27 18 45 

Hungary 1 7 32 40 

Ireland 3 4 30 37 

Bulgaria   2 26 28 

Luxembourg   4 22 26 

Lithuania   1 22 23 

Singapore 8 8 4 20 

Croatia     19 19 

Romania 1 4 14 19 

China 1 4 10 15 

Slovenia   1 14 15 

Slovakia   4 8 12 

Monaco 4 5 2 11 

India 3 2 2 7 
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Norway     7 7 

Australia 1 3 2 6 

Estonia   1 3 4 

Mexico     4 4 

Russia   1 2 3 

Cyprus     2 2 

El Salvador     2 2 

Mauritius     2 2 

New Caledonia     1 1 

San Marino 1     1 

2. STANDARD BOOK SUPPLY SERVICES LOT 1 

Standard book supply service orders are currently used for the majority of transactions. Dispatch of 

complete orders for items in print would normally be expected within a maximum of one month of the 

date of order. Items should be obtained by the tenderer from publishers/distributors within the required 

timescale. 

2.1. Placing an order 

The Library would welcome the possibility to place orders via an online platform, should the supplier 

offer such a tool, or by email. The European Parliament uses the Library Management system Ex Libris 

Alma. The possibility to place orders via an API connection would be the preferred option. However, 

other tools such as EDI ordering or other order options may be acceptable if other services outweigh 

the advantages of an API.  

Orders will be placed in 2 steps: 

a) The Library will issue an official purchase order (PO) indicating the amount that it wishes to commit 

for the purchase of books for a given time period. The official PO is signed by the Authorising Officer 

(Annex II - Model specific order form of the Framework Contract). Only this PO will commit the 

European Parliament to the purchase. The library will order books up to this maximum amount via the 

agreed order method. The PO should not trigger an invoice for the maximum total amount. Only book 

orders delivered may be invoiced – see point 2.10 Invoicing - consolidated invoicing. Once the 

maximum total amount of a PO has been spent, the library may issue additional POs. 

b) 'Authorised officials', who will be identified in advance to the Contractor, will place the orders for 

individual titles or purchase order lists at a later stage. These purchase order lists will be ordered on the 

supplier’s website via an API connection with Alma (preferred option). In case the supplier does not 

offer an API connection, orders may also be sent electronically by e-mail, via EDI or other tools made 

available by the supplier. Orders will be placed until the maximum amount mentioned on the official 

PO is reached. The authorized officials may send several purchase order lists referring to one PO, until 

the amount indicated on the PO has been used up. 

For orders placed on the supplier’s online platform the price to be charged shall be the publisher’s list 

price excluding VAT to which the agreed pricing formula shall be applied.  

For orders sent by e-mail or titles not listed on the supplier’s platform, the library will quote the 

Publisher's List Price as known to the library, as well as the final indicative price obtained by applying 

the agreed pricing formula.  

Once an order has been placed on the contractor’s website or a purchase order list of titles has been 

received, the Contractor shall acknowledge receipt of the order. The Contractor shall verify the 

Publisher's List Price and the final indicative price as quoted by the library. The Contractor shall notify 
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the library as soon as possible after the reception of the Purchase order list, in case of any discrepancy 

with the Publisher's List Price as known to him.  

If a definite publisher’s list price does not exist or cannot be determined, the Contractor shall provide a 

price quote, or estimation thereof including any additional charges like shipping costs to their premises, 

customs charges etc. 

A.1 Please acknowledge that you understand this workflow and describe whether you 

would be able to supply under these conditions.  

A.2 Please describe your standard routines for communication and confirmation of the 

price of a publication. 

A.3 Please describe, if applicable, your online platform and explain how ordering and 

follow up would be managed. Please provide test access to your platform during the 

evaluation. 

A.4 How can titles be searched on your platform? Do you offer a tool to upload a list of 

requested titles to your platform? Which format can be uploaded? 

A.5 Please describe how titles that are not available on the platform could be ordered. 

A.6 Does your platform alert the customer when spending limits have been reached? 

Would you be able to provide reports on the situation of the expenditure for each PO? 

A.7 If you do not have an online platform, could you accept and manage ordering 

electronically? How else would you deal with this procedure? Please describe. 

A.8 The European Parliament Library, uses the Library Management System Ex Libris 

Alma. Is your platform compatible with Alma? Describe how your system interacts 

with Alma. Do you offer an API connection? 

2.2. Preferred edition 

In cases where the paperback and hardback editions of the same title are available simultaneously, the 

Library, in general, requires the paperback edition. An exception to this rule is the Library for Europe, 

which requires the best available hardback editions. 

A.9 Please describe, if applicable, any service offered whereby the supply of the preferred 

edition of a title can be ensured, even in those cases where the client has provided 

publication details for another edition of the same title.  

A.10 In case you are able to manage orders via an online platform, please describe any 

service offered to identify alternative editions of a given title on your platform. 

2.3. Pricing formula 

The pricing formula proposed in answer to this Call for Tender and established in the Framework 

Contract must be respected in all orders placed under the Framework Contract. The pricing formula 

agreed in the Framework Contract produces a maximum price: lower rates may be offered by the 

Contractor or agreed for specific orders. 

The pricing formula is for an all-inclusive price, and no extra charges for handling, delivery from 

the supplier to Brussels, customs clearance etc. will be accepted. 

The formula will not be reviewed or adjusted in the lifetime of the Framework Contract.  

In the absence of a Publisher's List Price, or in the case of a dispute, the supplier will be asked to provide 

a price quote including all extra charges for handling and delivery. Once the price has been accepted by 

the Library the books may be despatched.  
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A.11 Please acknowledge that you understand this requirement and that you will respect it. 

Please communicate your pricing formula only in the Financial Bid for Lot 1 (Annex 

X); do not repeat it in the technical part of your tender.  

A.12 In case you intend to manage orders via an online platform, please describe how the 

pricing formula would be registered. 

2.4. Price variation 

Price variations due to a change in the Publisher's List Price  

Price variations may occur if the Publisher's List Price has changed between the placement of the order 

and the delivery date. 

An increase of 15 % or above of the price indicated in the official Purchase order list will in principle 

not be accepted. 

If the Publisher's List Price at the moment of delivery and/or invoicing is 15% higher than the price in 

the official Purchase order list, an appropriate justification must be sent to the Library, prior to 

delivery. 

The publication may only be delivered if the Library accepts the justification. The Library reserves the 

right to return publications for which evidence supporting the price difference has not been provided.  

On the basis of the information mentioned in the justification, the Library reserves the right to cancel 

the order. If the Library does not object to the price variation within 10 days of the communication, the 

publications can be despatched.  

If the Library notices a systematic price increase, i.e. a relevant number of publications' prices are 

systematically increased by slightly less than 15%, it may take appropriate steps to verify that the price 

increase claimed by the Contractor corresponds to a real variation in the Publisher's List Price. 

Charging the Library a price increase that is not due to a real variation in the Publisher's List Price will 

be considered as a fault in the performance of the contract. 

Price variations due to other reasons 

Any price variation occurring for other reasons than those listed above must be duly justified. On the 

basis of the information mentioned in the justification, the Library reserves the right to cancel the order. 

Price variations due to a smaller discount than that stipulated in the Framework Contract should be 

exceptional and duly justified. The Library reserves the right to cancel the order. 

A.13 This is a mandatory requirement. Please acknowledge that you understand this 

requirement and will respect these rules.  

A.14 In case you intend to manage orders via an online platform, please describe how the 

price variations would be managed. 

2.5. Fulfilment and delay 

The orders shall be dispatched to Brussels.  

Prompt shipment of available items is preferred. 

Dispatch of items in print would normally be expected to take place within a maximum of one month 

of the date of order. Dispatch of 'not yet published' items (i.e. items ordered before publication) would 

be expected to take place within a maximum of one month of the date of publication. 

Items should be obtained by the tenderer from publishers/distributors within the required timescale. 
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If one or more items within an order are not available, the Library must be informed as soon as possible 

with a revised expected delivery date if practicable. (Examples include items 'not yet published' or 'out 

of print'). This could be done via a monthly report or with an online tool for communicating this type 

of information. 

If the Contractor does not communicate a likely deadline, which is agreed by the Library, and the 

ordered item(s) is not dispatched within one month or by the agreed date, then this constitutes a fault 

according to the Specifications. The Library has the right to cancel these items without charge. 

A.15 Please describe the normal frequency of shipments. Would you ship all available items 

on a regular basis, or is there a minimum shipment size/value? 

A.16 Please describe your standard routines for communicating delays in deliveries. E-

mail, online tool, monthly reports ... 

A.17 Please describe your arrangements for supply from publishers. In response to an 

order, how quickly would you expect to receive and deliver to Belgium and 

Luxembourg a copy of an item in print in different countries? Please give an 

estimation covering at least 90% of cases. 

2.6. Delivery arrangements 

Books must be accompanied by a delivery note specifying: 

o EP order line number 

o The name of author/title (short) and ISBN for each book supplied 

o The pricing formula agreed in the Framework Contract and applied to each item on the 

invoice 

o The Publisher's List Price for each delivered item in the currency of the country of publication. 

o The discounted - final price for each delivered item in euro 

Each package or container delivered must be marked by the Contractor with the name of the Authorised 

Official and the address mentioned in the order.  

The Contractor has full responsibility for items up to the point of acceptance by an Authorised Official 

of the European Parliament. Record of delivery is the Contractor's responsibility. Insurance of items in 

transit is the responsibility of the Contractor, to be undertaken at the Contractor's expense.  

The Contractor is liable for any loss and/or damage to goods due to inadequate packing, marking or 

loading carried out or arranged by the Contractor, wherever the loss/damage occurs. If loss occurs on 

the European Parliament's premises due to inadequate packing or marking, then the Contractor shall be 

liable.  

The delivery method used must be one that normally ensures arrival at the European Parliament within 

ten working days of dispatch. The method of dispatch must also include a verifiable date of dispatch.  

The Library reserves the right to return incorrectly supplied goods (see paragraph 2.8) and those items 

for which the supporting evidence of price difference has not been provided (see paragraph 2.4). 

A.18 Please describe your standard routines for delivery arrangements. 

A.19 Do you dispatch shipments from within the EU? If not, how will you make sure that 

deliveries to the European Parliament do not get stopped by customs and additional 

charges and duties are requested upon arrival at the place of delivery? 
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2.7. Acceptance procedure  

If the Library does not inform the supplier of any remarks or mistakes within 10 days of the reception 

of an item, the deliveries are deemed to be accepted. However, the Library reserves the right to 

challenge the service upon reception of the invoice, if the invoice is found not to be in order.  

A.20 Please acknowledge that you understand this requirement and will respect these rules.  

2.8. Guarantee and returns  

If supplied books on delivery are faulty or damaged or otherwise fail to comply with the contractual 

requirements, then the defects must be remedied by the Contractor at his own expense no later than 20 

working days after notice from the Library regarding the defects in the goods. If the Contractor does 

not remedy the defect(s), the Library shall be entitled to cancel the order. The Contractor is liable for 

the cost of return in such cases.  

The Contractor is liable for the cost of returning incorrectly supplied goods. 

A.21 Please describe your policy regarding guarantees and returns. What guarantees do 

you offer that the requirements set out in the Call for Tender (regarding delivery, 

fulfilment, price variation and preferred edition) will be met for orders from the 

Library? What are the terms of the guarantee? 

2.9. Cancelling orders 

Fulfilment delays 

In all cases where agreed fulfilment deadlines have not been met, the Library has the right to cancel 

without charge any item, including specially-ordered items. 

The Library will communicate the list of items cancelled because of unacceptable fulfilment delay. 

Cancellations by the Library must be accepted and confirmed in writing within one working day of 

receipt.  

Validity date 

All POs will indicate a validity date. POs will most usually be valid until 30th September of the year 

following the year in which the PO was issued (N+1). This date may change. 

All items not delivered within the validity time limit indicated on the PO will be automatically 

cancelled.  

Outstanding items will not be accepted beyond this time limit. 

The Library will communicate the list of cancelled items by the expiry date of the relevant PO. 

A.22 Please describe your policy regarding delayed items: how long do you keep an order 

active before cancelling it, if the publication has not been made available (out of 

print/not yet published/difficult to obtain from publisher)? If this is the case, do you 

communicate this cancellation to the client? Can you keep an order pending as long 

as the PO is valid? 

2.10. Invoicing 

 

The EP requires detailed invoicing. Only delivered publications shall be invoiced. 

Consolidated invoicing 
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Consolidated invoicing is required: invoicing should not be more frequent than once every month.  

Only books delivered may be invoiced. The Library will not accept a global invoice for the amount 

mentioned in the official PO but requires line by line invoicing for each individual title delivered.  

The Library requests separate invoices only: 

- for items delivered in different places: they should be sent separately with a reference to the relevant 

responsible Authorized Official; 

Deliverance of invoices  

All items supplied during a calendar month shall be invoiced no later than the following month. In any 

case, invoices referring to an official PO issued in year N must be sent by 31st October of year N+1.  

The contractor shall submit by email to the relevant responsible official a preview of the invoice. 

An incorrectly prepared invoice will be suspended until a corrected version has been issued.  

Invoicing requirements 

Invoices for standard book delivery services must always specify: 

o Name and address of the supplier 

o BIC and IBAN numbers of the Contractor 

o EP order line number  

o That the European Parliament's VAT exemption has been respected  

o The name of author/title (short)  

o ISBN/ISSN, if present 

o The Publisher's List Price for each item invoiced, in the currency of the country of publication 

o The pricing formula agreed in the Framework Contract and applied to each item on the invoice 

o The final price after application of the pricing formula agreed in the Framework Contract, for 

each item in the invoice in Euro. Total price having applied the pricing formula agreed in the 

Framework Contract, in Euro, excluding VAT  

The European Parliament's VAT exemption must be respected for all orders where the total amount is 

greater than or equal to 124 Euros for all orders issued by the European Parliament in Brussels and 

greater than or equal to 240 Euros for all orders issued by the European Parliament in Luxembourg. 

Terms unilaterally included in invoices by the Contractor are not binding to the European Parliament, 

even if publishers have applied them to the Contractor. 

When the Library is entitled to a refund, a credit note for the corresponding amount shall be issued. 

Please note that credit notes can only be accepted when referring to an active budgetary year (which 

normally corresponds to the current calendar year). 

A.23 This is a mandatory requirement. Please describe your standards/routines regarding 

invoicing. Can you produce invoices as requested? 

A.24 Do you offer an online tool where invoices can be downloaded/consulted? 

A.25 The European Parliament is moving to e-invoicing via the e-prior platform. Do you 

have experience with e-invoicing? Do you have other clients who use e-invoicing via 

e-prior? 
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2.11. Report on performance 

The Library may seek confirmation that an order is progressing to meet the deadline, and if so a response 

must be given within five working days.  

On request, the Contractor shall supply within ten working days a report of all outstanding items, 

including their price, date of order and agreed dispatch date (if any). 

On request, the Contractor may be asked to report for the previous Quarter and Year to Date:  

o total orders placed by the Library (number and value)  

o total orders fulfilled 

o total orders cancelled/returned 

o total orders outstanding 

Except as specified elsewhere, or as agreed, the Contractor must make an appropriate response to e-

mail communications from the Library, including claims and queries, within 10 working days.  

The Contractor must supply contact names for contract management and for day-to-day business. Any 

change to the nominated contacts must be communicated in due time. 

The language of communication shall be English or French.  

A.26 Please describe your standard routines regarding management and communication of 

information. Can you report to the Library as requested? 

A.27 Do you offer an online tool which would allow the library to view availability and 

prices and also view the status of an order (including information on delivery, 

discounts, delays) 

2.12. Additional Services 

The Library may be interested in additional services, such as: 

- In exceptional cases an express service will be required, for the sake of urgency, where 

dispatch of ordered items in print is requested as soon as possible within a maximum of five 

days. 

- Occasionally the Library is interested in an antiquarian book search service for rare/out of 

print titles.  

- An online platform for placing orders and monitoring delivery of items. 

- The possibility to consult the order status of items online and claim delayed items. 

- The possibility to use the EDI data exchange facility and/or API to communicate with the 

Contractor; The European Parliament is using the ALMA Library Management System by 

ExLibris. 

- The possibility to download MARC21 bibliographic records of purchased items for its 

Library management system, Alma. These must conform to AACR2 or RDA rules. 

- The availability of newsletters and/or alerts informing us about new publications in the areas 

of interest of the Library (general or by discipline). 

- The possibility to use image files with the cover pages of the books the Library acquires to be 

displayed on the online Library catalogue or other related websites. 

- Enrichment of bibliographic records including table of contents, summaries etc.. 

- Any other additional services you wish to offer, including adding of security strips, barcodes, 

RFID + security tags and other physical processing. 

- Bookbinding services. 
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- The possibility of the supply of shelf-ready books using MARC21, RDA and the latest edition 

of the Dewey Decimal Classification scheme as standards. 

A.28 Please describe exhaustively how express orders would be handled and which, if any 

charges would incur in addition to your normal price. 

A.29 Please describe if you can offer an antiquarian book search service. Which workflow 

would be required to use the service and what would be the impact on the price of the 

book? 

A.30 Please describe exhaustively the additional services you are able to provide to the 

Library free of charge. 

A.31 Please describe exhaustively the additional services you are able to provide to the 

Library at an additional cost and what would be the charges. 

 


